Focus marking is an important function of prosody in many languages. While many phonological accounts concentrate on fundamental frequency (F 0 ), studies have established several additional cues to information structure. However, the relationship between these cues is rarely investigated. We simultaneously analyzed five prosodic cues to focus-F 0 range, word duration, intensity, voice quality, the location of the F 0 maximum, and the occurrence of pauses-in a set of 947 simple Subject Verb Object (SVO) sentences uttered by 17 native speakers of Finnish. Using random forest and generalized additive mixed modelling, we investigated the systematicity of prosodic focus marking, the importance of each cue as a predictor, and their functional shape. Results indicated a highly consistent differentiation between narrow focus and givenness, marked by at least F 0 range, word duration, intensity, and the location of the F 0 maximum, with F 0 range being the most important predictor. No cue had a linear relationship with focus condition. To account for the simultaneous significance of several predictors, we argue that these findings support treating multiple prosodic cues to focus in Finnish as correlates of prosodic phrasing. Thus, we suggest that prosodic phrasing, having multiple functions, is also marked with multiple cues to enhance communicative efficiency.
Introduction
The human voice conveys a variety of information, and prosodic variables such as F 0 and voice quality are involved in communicating linguistic as well as extra-linguistic information at the same time (see, Ladd, 1996 , for an overview, especially pp. 36-38). For example, fundamental frequency (F 0 ) marks lexical tone in many languages, but is also one of the signals that conveys a speaker's emotional state. Moreover, prosody plays a substantial role in speaker recognition (Adami et al., 2003; Shriberg, 2007; Leemann et al., 2014) since it shows large inter-speaker variation (Dellwo et al., 2015) , and is also crucial in managing turn-transitions in conversation (Beattie et al., 1982; Cutler & Pearson, 1986; Couper-Kuhlen & Ford, 2004) . This paper deals with the signalling of distinctions in information structure, in particular focus and givenness, which is a central function of prosody in many languages (Gussenhoven, 2004; Jun, 2005; Jun, 2014) . For example in English, when the sentence "Alex met with Taylor" answers the question "Who met with Taylor?", the word "Alex" is in narrow focus and will receive the most prominent accent of the sentence, realized with a higher F 0 range, longer duration and higher intensity, whereas the other words, which are contextually given, will be less prominent, with a smaller F 0 range, shorter duration and smaller intensity than in broad focus, e.g. when the same sentence answers a question like "What's new?" (for more discussion and a formal definition of information structural concepts see Krifka, 2008) . Although the best-researched prosodic cues to information structure are F 0 , duration, and intensity (e.g., Eady & Cooper, 1986 on American English; Jun & Lee, 1998 on Korean; Xu, 1999; Wang & Xu, 2011 on Mandarin; Patil et al., 2008 on Hindi; Kügler & Genzel, 2012 on Akan; Peters et al., 2014 on different Germanic varieties; Genzel et al., 2015 on Hungarian) , further effects of focusing appear for use and duration of pauses (Romøren & Chen, 2015) and, as has recently been shown, voice quality (Epstein, 2002; Ní Chasaide et al., 2011) . However, the relative contribution of different cues is rarely analyzed. Here, we model multiple prosodic cues to focus simultaneously, test the significance of each cue while the others are taken into account, and investigate the relative importance of different prosodic cues to focus in Finnish.
Finnish is a Uralic language with lexical quantity oppositions for both vowels and consonants in most positions in the word (e.g. muta [muta] 'mud', muuta [mu:ta] 'another (partitive)', mutta [mut:a] 'but', mutaa [muta:] 'mud (partitive)', muuttaa [mu:t:a:] 'to change'). Primary stress always falls on the first syllable, but is less prominent than in Germanic languages, with duration being the only confirmed phonetic cue so far (Iivonen, 1998; Suomi et al., 2003; Ylitalo, 2009, p. 16; Arnhold, 2014a, pp. 130-139) . A further prosodic difference is that intonation in Germanic languages is characterized by a set of contrasting pitch accents, which are used to express a range of pragmatic meanings (see e.g., Pierrehumbert, 1980; Grice et al., 2005; Gussenhoven, 2005 , for accent inventories of English, German, and Dutch, respectively). One function of these accents is marking information structural distinctions. For example, in the utterance Morgan drinks coffee and Jamie drinks tea, Jamie and tea both contrast with words in the preceding utterance and will likely be prosodically prominent. However, Jamie normally carries a fall-rise accent, as it is the topic of the second clause (the clause conveys information about Jamie), whereas tea is realized with an F 0 fall, since it is the focus (out of a set of beverages, tea is identified as the one Jamie drinks; for more on this prosodic contour, see e.g. Jackendoff, 1972; Büring, 2003) . By contrast, no inventory of contrasting accents has been suggested for Finnish. Instead, researchers generally agree that a uniform rise-fall appears on most content words except finite verbs, and is used in broad focus, narrow focus and for topics (Välimaa-Blum, 1993; Iivonen, 1998; Suomi et al., 2010, pp. 79-84) .
Nevertheless, Finnish possesses various prosodic means of marking information structure. In broad focus, intonation shows a regular downward trend over the course of the utterance, with the peak of each rise-fall being lower than that of the preceding one. By contrast, words in narrow focus show a larger F 0 range, whereas the range is compressed for given words (Välimaa-Blum, 1993; Vainio & Järvikivi, 2007) . Additionally, words in narrow focus have longer durations (Mixdorff et al., 2002; Suomi et al., 2003) and higher intensity peaks than words in broad focus, whereas given words have lower intensity peaks (Vainio & Järvikivi, 2007) . Furthermore, Vainio et al.'s (2010) inverse filtering analysis of voice quality found a more breathy voice quality for words in narrow focus and a more tense voice quality for given words. Previous studies of the data set we analyze here have confirmed and supplemented further details to these findings, especially with respect to intensity and voice quality, and added information on a further prosodic correlate of information structure, the use of pauses. Thus, within one data set, significant effects of information structure appeared for each of the prosodic parameters, F 0 range, duration, intensity, pauses, and voice quality (see section 2 for details).
Here, we investigate the variability and interplay between these prosodic cues by using random forests modelling (Breiman, 2001 ) and generalized additive mixed models (GAMM, see Wood, 2006) . These methods are particularly well-suited to analyzing the simultaneous effects of multiple cues as well as their relative weight. A further advantage is that they do not assume that effects will be linear, which is often not the case for linguistic, and especially phonetic, data due to categorical perception of continuous variables (Liberman et al., 1957, and subsequent literature) . Random forests are widely used across different scientific fields but in spite of their reliably high performance (see Fernández-Delgado et al., 2014) , they are only rarely implemented in language-related studies. Examples of their use include modelling phonetic decision trees (Xue & Zhao, 2008) , prosodic prominence, automatic speech recognition (Siohan et al., 2005; Xue & Zhao, 2006) , and the variation between was and were in York English (Tagliamonte & Baayen, 2012) . While previous analyses have investigated the effects of information structure on individual prosodic measures, here we use these statistical methods to flip the approach by testing the value of the prosodic measures as predictors of focus condition. This allows us to directly access their contribution as prosodic cues, enabling us to address four questions in particular. First, we will analyze how systematically focus conditions were marked prosodically across variation between speakers and items. Second, the analyses will indicate which acoustic measures constitute important prosodic cues to information structure when all phonetic measures are taken into account simultaneously. That is, the analysis will for example reveal whether including some of the cues makes other cues superfluous. Third, we will compare the relative importance of different cues. Fourth, whereas many statistical methods simply assume that the relationship between the dependent and independent measure(s) is linear, our random forests and GAMM modelling will allow us to glean detailed information about the association between them. Based on this, we will finally address theoretical modelling of these data, as well as the connection between multiple cues and multiple functions more generally.
After Section 2 describes the data and the analyzed variables, Section 3 will present the results of our random forests analysis, whereas Section 4 will deal with the GAMM analysis. Both sections will first introduce the statistical analysis methods in more detail before turning to their application to the present data. Section 5 provides a discussion and Section 6 a conclusion.
Data and analyzed variables
We provide a new analysis of the materials reported in Arnhold (2014a Arnhold ( , 2014b Arnhold ( , 2016 , altogether 2841 words in 947 sentences. Materials were based on eight simple SVO sentences containing three disyllabic words. They included only open syllables, with half of the sentences containing mostly long vowels, the other half containing mostly short vowels. Seventeen participants produced all eight sentences in seven different focus conditions each: 1) Broad focus (e.g., "What did you see then?" -"Jani pushed a platform.") 2) Narrow information focus on the subject (e.g., "Who pushed the platform?" -"Jani pushed the platform."), 3) Narrow information focus on the verb (e.g., "What did Jani do with the platform?" -"Jani pushed the platform."), 4) Narrow information focus on the object (e.g., "What did Jani push?" -"Jani pushed a platform."), 5) Narrow corrective focus on the subject (e.g., "Did Otto push the platform?" -"Jani pushed the platform."), 6) Narrow corrective focus on the verb (e.g., "Did Jani polish the platform?" -"Jani pushed the platform."), 7) Narrow corrective focus on the object (e.g., "Did Jani push a bike?" -"Jani pushed a platform."; see Krifka, 2008 , for a discussion of the information structural terms).
1 As the original analyses of this data set showed the same effects for corrective focus and information focus, we collapsed the two narrow focus types here.
2 Thus, each word appeared in one of three different information structural conditions (referred to in the following as 'focus conditions' for brevity): Broad focus, narrow focus (e.g., the subject for corrective focus on the subject), and given (e.g., the object and the verb in a sentence with narrow focus on the subject).
Here, we analyze measurements representing six potential prosodic cues to focus condition: 1) F 0 range, i.e., the distance between the F 0 maximum and the F 0 minimum of the word (in semitones, reference 50 Hz), 2) Word duration (in ms), 3) Intensity range, i.e., the distance between the intensity maximum of first syllable and the intensity minimum of the second syllable (in dB), 4) Duration of stretches with non-modal voice quality (e.g., creaky or whisper), as marked based on waveform, spectrogram and auditory impression (in ms), 5) The distance of the F 0 maximum from the beginning of the first syllable vowel (in ms), 6) Occurrence of pauses following the word. Since our analysis modelled all six prosodic cues at once, we had to remove words with a missing value for any of the cues. This led to a loss of 34% of the data, restricting the analysis to 1868 words.
The previous analyses examined each of the six measures separately and found significant effects of information structure on all of them (with the exception of 5, as explained below), which Table 1 illustrates. F 0 maxima were higher in narrow focus and lower for given words than in broad focus, whereas following F 0 minima were lower in narrow focus and higher for given words than in broad focus. Thus, F 0 range was larger for words in narrow focus and smaller for given words compared to the broad focus condition. Here, we analyzed F 0 range directly to have only one measure of the F 0 component. Word durations were longer in narrow focus and shorter in given words than in broad focus. This effect was significant not only for word durations on a whole, but also for each of the individual segments. In Finnish, durations of segments within one word influence each other, with differences in phonological quantity leading to sub-phonemic adjustments of other segments (see Wiik & Lehiste, 1968; Lehtonen, 1970; Suomi, 2009, for details) . Here, we only considered total word duration to simplify the analysis.
For intensity, the original analyses considered mean values for first and second syllables separately. Mean intensity of first syllables was higher in narrow than in broad focus, 2 An alternative model was fitted to the data where the response variable consisted of five levels, i.e., including the distinction between corrective and information focus. The results showed that the model was not able to discriminate between these two. Thus, a simplified model is reported here, where these levels are collapsed. while mean intensity of second syllables was lower. For given words, mean intensity was significantly lowered on post-focal, but not on pre-focal words, resulting in an overall lower mean value. Like for F 0 , we analyzed intensity range here to obtain one measure capturing the effects. Non-modal voice quality appeared on longer stretches of words in narrow focus than in broad focus, but was mostly restricted to second syllables. For post-focal given words, nonmodal voice quality frequently appeared on both syllables, but since word durations were shorter and pre-focal given words rarely showed non-modal realizations, the mean duration of stretches with non-modal voice quality was shortest for given words, as shown in Table 1 .
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Continuous variables
The distance of the F 0 maximum from the beginning of the first syllable vowel was smaller in narrow focus than in broad focus and for given words, as illustrated in Table 1 . Moreover, the location of the maximum was much more consistent in narrow focus, with the standard deviation being about half as large as the standard deviations of the other two conditions. Arnhold (2014a Arnhold ( , 2014b argued that F 0 maxima on words in narrow focus generally corresponded to realizations of tonal targets, whereas maxima on broad focus and especially given words frequently did not. Instead, they were often part of an F 0 movement to or from an F 0 peak on a neighbouring word. Pauses were overall rare in the data, as is to be expected for three-word sentences. However, pauses were significantly more frequent following words in narrow focus. Thus, pauses after subjects appeared mostly in subject focus condition, whereas pauses after verbs mostly occurred in sentences with narrow focus on the verb. Information structure did not significantly affect the occurrence of pauses preceding a word. Thus, Table 1 shows the absolute number of pauses following words in the three information structural conditions. The numbers are sums of pauses following subjects and verbs. Objects, being utterance-final, were always followed by silence, and could thus not be evaluated. Therefore, we analyzed pause occurrence as a categorical variable with three levels here: Pause, no pause, and irrelevant. Note that assigning NA values to objects instead would have meant loss of all data for objects, since the analyses removed all data rows with NA values to consider all prosodic cues at once. For this reason, it was also impossible to analyze pause duration. Subjects and verbs not followed by a pause would be assigned a pause duration of zero, but giving the same value to all objects would be conceptually inaccurate and misleading, while assigning them NA values would again result in a loss of data.
In addition to these six prosodic measures, we included two further categorical variables in our analyses: Position and first syllable vowel quantity. Position was in effect correlated with grammatical role, as all subjects occurred sentence-initially (position 1), all verbs sentence-medially (position 2), and all objects sentence-finally (position 3) in accordance with unmarked word order. The original analyses of this data set found several effects of position on prosodic realization, most notably a reduction of F 0 and intensity over the course of the utterance and final lengthening, as previously reported by Lehtonen (1974) , Myers and Hansen (2007) , and Nakai et al. (2009 Nakai et al. ( , 2012 . Furthermore, non-modal voice quality was also significantly more frequent in final position, in line with previous reports of creaky, breathy, or voiceless realizations in final positions (Lehtonen, 1970, p. 45; Iivonen, 1998; Myers & Hansen, 2007; Nakai et al., 2009 ) and Ogden's (2001 Ogden's ( , 2004 finding that creaky voice has a turn-yielding function in spontaneous interaction.
As mentioned above, half of the sentences contained mostly long vowels and the other half only short ones, although vowel quantity could only be systematically manipulated for first syllable vowels. This was due to lexical and morphological restrictions, e.g., very few Finnish words end with a long vowel in nominative case, whereas the partitive marker -a/ä always contributes an additional mora, frequently causing word-final long vowels.
In the present data, words with long (quantity 2) first syllable vowels had significantly longer durations than words with short (quantity 1) first syllable vowels. As argued in the previous publications on this data set, other smaller effects of vowel quantity can be traced back to this difference.
Random forests modelling
Method
Analyzing data from a production study, we used two methods that flipped the analysis by treating focus condition as the dependent variable and using the prosodic measures as predictors. This section introduces the first method, random forests analysis. Random forests were originally developed by Breiman (2001) and are built from a large collection of classification and regression trees (CART, see Breiman et al., 1984) . CART are similar to a regression-based analysis in that the model aims to predict a response variable given a set of predictors. In our analyses, the model tried to predict a word's focus condition (narrow focus, broad focus, or given) from the six prosodic cues listed in Table 1 above. In contrast to regression, CART are a nonparametric method; they do not make any assumptions about the distribution of the underlying population. Instead, the distribution is estimated from the data. This makes them particularly suitable for data which may be inherently nonlinear, as is often the case in linguistics. The likelihood of a particular value of the response variable is estimated with a series of binary splits of the data, which are based on the values of the predictors. For example, in the case of the variable gender, the data could be split into two partitions consisting of data points associated with men and women, respectively, if one of these partitions simultaneously contained more occurrences of one of the focus conditions. In the standard CART, a binary split is made if the subsequent partitioning produces a purer division of the data with respect to the levels of the response variable. That is, the variation within the resulting two partitions has to be smaller than the variation within the complete data set. CART continue through the whole data set in this manner, recursively partitioning it into increasingly more homogenous sets (see Breiman et al., 1984, p. 104; Strobl et al., 2009, p. 8) .
In random forests analysis, two additional layers of randomness are introduced during the model fitting. First, each tree in the forest is only grown on a subset of the available data that is randomly sampled with replacement. This subset of the data is commonly referred to as in-bag data, consisting of approximately 2/3 of the whole data. The remaining data (1/3) are referred to as out-of-bag (OOB). The accuracy of the model predictions is based only on the OOB data. Random forests by default divide the data set into a training and a testing set (in-bag and OOB, respectively) during the model fitting process. Measures of model performance are only based on the testing. This procedure can safeguard against overly optimistic model performance because a given tree has never seen the OOB data (Hastie et al., 2009, pp. 592-593) . Breiman (2001) offers evidence that the OOB error is a good, unbiased estimation of model accuracy. Second, a further layer of randomness is introduced with respect to the predictors used during the splitting procedure. Only a selection of predictors is available during a particular split in a given tree, although the performance of random forests has shown not to be overly sensitive to it. This tuning parameter is commonly referred to as mtry, i.e., the number of predictors considered at each split. Because only a subset of predictors is available during a split, random forests are suitable in situations where there are more predictors than data points, the so-called small n large p problem. Additionally, this procedure also alleviates some issues related to collinearity, e.g., when predictors are correlated with each other. This is also a common situation in language studies and, for example, can create issues when carrying out a regression analysis.
Given that a large collection of trees is used in random forests, model predictions are based on voting. Each tree in the forest votes for the likelihood of the outcome. In our case, the votes are for the different levels of the response variable, focus marking. For a particular data point, random forests predict the level of the response variable which received the majority proportion of the votes. Thus, random forests are a flexible method that can handle a number of different scenarios in terms of analysis. They can be used for regression or classification tasks and, importantly, can be applied to data where the response variable is either binary, consisting of two categorical levels, or-as in the present case-multinomial/polytomous, i.e., consisting of multiple categorical levels.
Model fitting and results of random forests
In this study, we make use of the classical random forests algorithm implemented in the R package randomForest (Liaw & Wiener, 2002; R core team, 2015) . Random forests were fitted to the data predicting the response variable focus condition (levels: narrow focus, broad focus, and given). The response variable was modelled as a function of F 0 range, word duration, intensity, the location of the F 0 maximum (relative to the beginning of the first syllable vowel), the duration of stretches with non-modal voice quality, the occurrence of a pause after the word, the position of the word in the sentence, first vowel quantity, speaker gender, trial number, subject, and lexical item. The default parameters were used first and the value of mtry, i.e., the number of predictors available for splitting, was tuned using the built-in estimation procedure. The results indicated that a value of 2 for mtry might be optimal. The final tuning parameter considered in this study concerns the number of trees included in the forest, controlled with the parameter ntree. By default, 500 trees are used to grow the forest. Several models were fitted by incrementally increasing the value of ntree in steps of 500 up to 2000 trees while recording the OOB error. The OOB error did not drastically change after 1000 trees. Based on this tuning procedure, a final model was fitted to the data where mtry was set to 2 and ntree to 1000. We will refer to this fitted model as the final random forests model.
The final random forests model has a high classification accuracy for the three different focus conditions, with 78.32% correct predictions. Thus, the results presented here clearly illustrate two points. First, the predictors used in the model are related to focus marking in production. Second, random forests are capable of learning, at least, certain aspects of focus marking based on this input.
As the response variable is polytomous, a measure of goodness-of-fit based solely on classification accuracy does not inform us about how the three different focus condition categories are learnt from the data. To inspect how well the model can distinguish the three conditions from each other, a confusion matrix is provided in Table 2 . The rows in the table correspond to the observed labels in the data (i.e., experimentally induced focus conditions) and the columns to the model predictions. Correctly classified instances are located on the diagonal and misclassifications off-diagonal. Additionally, the error of a particular class is provided in the class-wise error column. The class-wise errors illustrate that both given (accuracy of 96%) and narrow focus (accuracy of 87%) are well separated from the other conditions by the model. In the case of narrow focus, the model accuracy is extremely high, considering that these are estimated accuracies for unseen data (OOB). However, the class-wise error associated with broad focus shows that this particular type is effectively not learnt by the model, with an error rate of 97%. Although there may be several reasons for the poor performance of the model with respect to predicting broad focus, the distribution of the errors points to the simplest possible explanation, because the vast majority of broad focus data points are predicted to be instances of given (n = 235). Namely, the model goes with the majority class, i.e., given. If by contrast the distribution of broad focus was scattered across given and narrow focus more evenly, there might be also be room for a linguistically motivated reason.
Finally, it is possible that the random forests model reported above simply learnt the distributional properties present in the current data and not a more generalizable pattern. If this were the case, the model would display a poor performance on unseen data, i.e., overfitting to the current data. To evaluate the degree of possible overfit, the data were randomly split into training and test sets. The training set covered 80% of the data and the test set covered the remaining 20% of the data while the proportions of the response variable were approximately the same across the sets. A model was first fitted to the training data using the same parameters as reported above and then the predictions for the unseen test set were recorded. This procedure was carried out 1000 times (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993 . These results were very similar to the ones reported above and indicated that the model is unlikely to overfit the data. Additionally, our models' classifications were better than what would be obtained with a naive statistical classifier which always chooses the most frequent outcome. In the present data set, given words occurred most often (n = 1047 out of 1868). The classification accuracy of a naive classifier always predicting givenness would only be 56%. In sum, the results presented here offer evidence that random forests are not only suitable for modelling experimental data containing repeated measures, but also offer good performance.
Relative variable importance
The way in which variable importance is estimated with random forests differs substantially from more traditional analyses in language studies, such as regression. In this study, we used permutation variable importance, which relies on differences in predictive accuracy of the model. The logic behind permutation variable importance is as follows: if a given predictor is associated with a particular level of the response variable, for example with narrow focus, randomly permuting the values of the predictor reduces the association between the response (narrow focus) and the predictor. In estimating this type of importance, the permuted predictor is used along with the other predictors to predict the response variable for the OOB data. Only an important variable is associated with a difference in the predictive accuracy of the model when it is permuted. Based on this, Breiman (2001) proposed a variable importance measure where the importance of a predictor is understood as the difference in prediction accuracy before and after permutation, averaged over all trees (see Strobl et al., 2008 , for an alternative, but computationally more demanding, implementation). Lunetta et al. (2004) have shown that this type of variable importance outperforms standard univariate methods such as Fisher's exact test.
The estimated relative variable importance based on the final random forests model is represented with a dot plot in Figure 1 , where predictors closer to or at zero are estimated to have a minimal contribution in predicting the response variable. The results suggest that the predictors can be sorted into three groups with respect to their importance in predicting focus condition. The first group consisted of only the F 0 range, which was the most important predictor of focus condition. Random permutation of the values for this predictor noticeably decreased the accuracy of the model's prediction of focus condition. The figure further suggests that word duration, intensity, and the location of the F 0 maximum were likewise important predictors of focus condition, although less important than F 0 range, forming a second group. The third group consisted of all other predictors, containing voice quality, the occurrence of pauses, and all non-acoustic predictors. These predictors were least important in the model. In particular, vowel quantity, speaker gender, trial, and lexical item were associated with a mean decrease in accuracy very close to zero and thus had little importance as predictors of focus condition.
This suggests that acoustic cues, especially F 0 range, were the best predictors of focus condition in the data, whereas other variables were less informative as predictors. The ranking within the fourth group also implies that of the two covariates, the position of the word in the sentence was more intertwined with the prosodic marking of information structure than first vowel quantity, since it was the better predictor. Similarly, the analysis indicates that variation between individual speakers was larger than variation between genders, trials, or lexical items. While this analysis directly ranked the relative importance of different acoustic cues in predicting the different focus conditions, it does not show their functional form. We will address this issue in the following section.
Functional form of the estimated effects with random forests
In order to investigate the functional relationship between a given predictor and focus marking, the four top-ranked predictors are visualized in Figure 2 using partial dependency plots. Similar to a regression analysis, each of the predictors is visualized separately while all the other predictors are held statistically constant. The narrow focus is given on the y-axis, measured here as log-odds and mean centred. Positive values indicate a preference for narrow focus and negative values a dispreference (i.e., a preference for givenness), whereas values around the zero line indicate that a word with these acoustic features had an equal likelihood of being focused or given. Because broad focus was not learnt from the data, its partial effects are of no particular interest (see Section 3.2). Instead, the model learnt a binary distinction between words in narrow focus and given ones. In this respect, the partial dependency plots in Figure 2 resemble logistic regression (compare to Figure 3 in Section 4.3).
In Figure 2 , the upper left panel illustrates the partial effects of F 0 range. For words with an F 0 range close to zero, the narrow focus condition received very few votes, but the proportion of narrow focus words increased almost linearly with an increase in F 0 range. At around five semitones, the line in the figure crosses zero and then flattens out, demonstrating that a further increase in F 0 range did not increase log-odds for the narrow focus condition any further. This means that small F 0 ranges were disassociated with narrow focus and instead associated with given words, with smaller ranges being more likely to appear in given condition. By contrast, above a certain threshold, higher F 0 ranges were not more strongly associated with narrow focus. A similar picture emerged for word duration (upper right panel) and intensity range (lower left panel). For duration, short values around 200 ms were strongly associated with givenness and increased duration correlated with increased votes for the narrow focus condition, reflecting the finding that durations of given words were shorter and those of focused words were longer in the data. Interestingly, the line shows two plateaus, one starting around at 300 ms and a slightly higher one starting around 540 ms. This could have been due to the additional influence of first vowel quantity on duration. Note that the mean duration of narrow focus words with short first vowels at 372 ms was only slightly above that of given words with long first vowels at 359 ms, while narrow focus words with long first vowels had an average duration of 448 ms. Partial effects of intensity were more similar to those of F 0 ranges. Small intensity ranges led to an increase in log-odds for the given condition, whereas larger values were more predictive of narrow focus.
3 The line visible in the figure flattens out around 12dB, suggesting that words with an intensity range above this value were generally focused, but that a higher range was not more strongly associated with focus above this threshold.
3 Negative values for intensity range visible in the figure are due to the fact that for these words, maximum intensity of the first syllable vowel was lower than minimum intensity for the second syllable vowel. Thus, these words showed a slight rise in intensity instead of the usual fall. A different picture emerges for the partial effects of the location of the F 0 maximum measured relative to the beginning of the first syllable vowel. Log-odds for narrow focus were relatively stable across different values of this measure, with the exception of a bump between 0 and 120 ms. Only for values in this range, the log-odds for narrow focus came close to zero. This indicates that words with an F 0 maximum closely following the beginning of the first syllable vowel were almost equally likely to be narrowly focused or given. For words with either earlier or later peaks, the log-odds for narrow focus remained further below zero, signalling that these words were more likely to be given. This fits the observation that the location of the F 0 maximum was relatively stable in the narrow focus condition, but varied strongly for given words in the data set. The implication is that, with respect to this cue, givenness was not marked directly but was rather the absence of marking narrow focus. This contrasts with the findings for F 0 range, intensity, and duration, where small values were associated with given condition and large values with narrow focus, making it difficult to say which marking is primary.
Summary
Random forests modelling of the data indicated that the two information structural conditions narrow focus and given could be predicted with a high accuracy from the acoustic cues, while taking the co-variates position and quantity, as well as lexical item and subject-related factors into account. Thus, narrow focus and givenness were consistently marked prosodically. By contrast, the model was unable to learn to predict the broad focus condition.
The best predictor of information structure was F 0 range, with small ranges predicting givenness and large ranges predicting narrow focus. Word duration and intensity range were likewise important predictors with higher values being associated with narrow focus and lower ones with givenness. Interestingly, the relation between prosodic cues and information structural condition was only partially linear, so that a rise above a certain threshold did not further increase the predictive power. The location of the F 0 maximum, which was likewise an important predictor, showed a different pattern: Only a small range of values led to the prediction of narrow focus, meaning maxima were consistently located early after the beginning of the first syllable vowel for narrow focus words, whereas earlier as well as later values were strongly associated with givenness. Of the acoustic cues, voice quality and the occurrence of a pause following the word were the least important predictors of information structure.
Generalized additive mixed-effects modelling
Method
In recent years, generalized additive modelling (GAM) has gained popularity and has been applied to a variety of different linguistic data such as modelling reaction times (Baayen, 2010) , event-related potentials (Tremblay & Newman, 2015) , accentedness ratings (Porretta et al., 2015) and dialectal variation (Wieling et al., 2014) , among others. In addition to this, GAM has been extensively used in ecology (see Zuur et al., 2009 ). GAM does not assume a linear functional form and similar to a mixedeffects model it is possible to include random effects such as random intercepts and slopes (Baayen et al., 2008) , extending the GAM into a generalized additive mixed model (GAMM). In addition to these random effects, factor smooths can be included in GAMM. A factor smooth is an interaction between a numeric predictor and a factor, allowing to fit to the data wiggly lines for each level of the factor (see Baayen et al., 2016) . In this manner, it is for example possible to account for differences between subjects across trials.
Model fitting and results of GAMMs
Given the results presented in Section 3.4, we fitted a GAMM to the data in order to offer accumulative evidence for the highly nonlinear functional form estimated for the four main predictors in the data. However, as shown in Section 3.2, the data presented in this study appears to be primarily driven by the difference between narrow focus and givenness. Therefore, we simplified the response variable for the GAMM and only consider the difference between given and narrow focus. Furthermore, we take into account only the four predictors that were estimated to be the most important ones by random forests in order to offer cumulative evidence for their functional form (see Section 3.3).
We fitted the GAMM to model the probability of getting narrow focus as a function of F 0 range, word duration, intensity range, and location of F 0 maximum. Additionally, we included in the model a factor smooth for trial and subjects, and random intercepts for words. The estimated parameters of the fitted model are given in Table 3 .
For the smooth functions, the column labelled as "Edf" in Table 3 indicates the estimated degrees of freedom. When they are equal to 1, the effect is estimated to be approximately linear. The estimated effects clearly illustrate that the functional forms of these predictors are estimated to be highly nonlinear. Thus, we will visually inspect them in Section 4.3 and compare them to the results obtained with random forests. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the acoustic cues and focus condition as estimated by GAMM. As for the partial effects of random forests modelling shown in Figure 2 , positive values on the y-axis indicate an association with narrow focus, while negative values signal an association with givenness. The grey shades around the smooth represent confidence intervals. Overall, the effects estimated with GAMM were similar to those estimated by random forests modelling. For F 0 range, low values were again predictive of givenness, while high values were associated with narrow focus. Compared with Figure 2 , the line in the top left panel of Figure 3 crosses zero earlier, but again flattens out around 5 semitones, indicating F 0 ranges above this value were equally predictive of narrow focus.
Functional form of the estimated effects with GAMM
The estimated partial effect of word duration in GAMM differed from random forests. Specifically, an increase in word duration above around 500 ms was more strongly positively associated with narrow focus. Given that the GAMM and random forests models are not exactly the same, future studies are required in order to tease apart the role of duration on focus marking. Furthermore, the line in the top right panel of Figure 3 does not flatten out, but continues to rise above this value, indicating that the model estimated words with longer durations as more likely to be in narrow focus. However, note the increased confidence interval for very large durations. For intensity, GAMM results agreed with random forests modelling in predicting that words with a range below 7dB were given while predicting words with larger ranges to be focused. In contrast to the flattening of the line visible in Figure 2 , the line in the middle left panel of Figure 3 displays a dip and then a further rise for higher intensity ranges. However, the wide confidence intervals for very high intensity ranges show that these predictions were based on very few observations.
For the location of the F 0 maximum, partial effects of GAMM were very similar to random forests results. Again, only words with a maximum located between 0 and 120 ms after the beginning of the first syllable vowel had a close to equal probability to be narrow focus or given, whereas all earlier and later locations were associated with givenness.
In addition to the four significant acoustic predictors, Figure 3 also illustrates partial effects of trial for all subjects. Two lines are clearly lower than the others, signifying that the model predicted all words uttered by these two participants to be given. This suggests that these subjects did not mark focus condition clearly and, as the further lowering of the lines indicates, used even less acoustic marking over the course of the experiment. For all other subjects, lines were closer together and flatter, as is to be expected from the random distribution of focus conditions across trials. Expectably, some participants showed slight effects of fatigue (falling lines), while others showed learning effects of clearer focus marking later in the experiment (rising lines). The GAMM took this by-participant variation into account when estimating the effects of the acoustic predictors.
Summary
GAMM analysis confirmed F 0 range, word duration, intensity range, and the location of the F 0 maximum as important predictors of focus condition. It suggested that they were highly significant acoustic cues in the present data set. Importantly, the model arrived at a similar estimation of the functional forms as the random forests modelling, only indicating slightly different partial effects estimations for higher duration and intensity values.
Discussion
We used two complementary methods of statistical modelling, random forests and GAMM, to investigate the marking of focus condition by multiple prosodic cues. These analyses allowed us to address four questions: 1) How systematically were focus conditions marked prosodically across variation? 2) Which acoustic measures constituted important prosodic cues to information structure when all phonetic measures were taken into account at the same time? 3) What was the relationship between the multiple prosodic cues to focus condition, in particular: What was their relative importance? 4) What was the relationship between focus conditions and acoustic measures, i.e., what was the functional shape of the predictors? We will discuss these questions and the implications of our respective findings in turn, before considering the generalizability of our methods and results to other types of data and languages. Finally, we will address the question of theoretical modelling of the data and the question of multiple cues more generally.
Regarding the first question, our analyses flipped the analysis of the production data and investigated whether focus conditions could be predicted from the acoustic measurements. The methods of data modelling effectively assessed systematicity across variation between speakers and items. GAMM modelling found several phonetic measures to be significant predictors of focus condition, indicating a systematic relationship between focus condition and prosodic cues. At the same time, it expectably suggested significant differences between items and between speakers, particularly regarding the way participants' behaviour changed over the course of the experimental session. Random forests modelling measured systematicity as learnability. The random forests model was able to learn to predict the focus condition of words in narrow focus and of given words with great accuracy. This suggests that across variation between individual speakers and lexical items, prosodic marking of focus and givenness was remarkably systematic. By contrast, the model was not able to recognize the broad focus condition based on the acoustic cues. Thus, narrow focus and givenness were consistently cued by prosodic characteristics, whereas the broad focus condition was not. This fits the idea that broad focus is the default, unmarked information structure, whereas prosody is adjusted to mark both narrow focus and givenness in different ways.
As for the second question, the models took six prosodic measures into account at the same time, finding four of them to be important predictors of focus condition: F 0 range, duration, intensity, and the location of the F 0 maximum. Thereby, models indicated that words in narrow focus were generally characterized by a larger F 0 range, longer duration, larger intensity range, and mostly had F 0 maxima localized shortly after the beginning of the first vowel. Givenness, by contrast, was generally cued through a smaller F 0 range, shorter word duration, smaller intensity range, and wider distribution of locations of F 0 maxima. These results confirmed previous analyses of the same data set separately modelling the effect of information structural condition on the acoustic measures. The present analyses were a closer approximation of language processing, where the listener encounters the raw acoustic signal as a whole and has to filter out the relevant cues. They further complement the separate analyses of the phonetic measures by establishing them as prosodic cues in their own right. Thus, while the previous analyses showed that several prosodic measures were influenced by focus condition simultaneously, this finding did not unambiguously establish that all of them were important prosodic cues. At least two related alternative interpretations could be considered. First, some of the prosodic measures could have been influenced not (only) by information structure directly, but also by other prosodic measures. For example, downtrends in F 0 and intensity often cooccur and some researchers have argued that the two measures are inextricably linked and/or determined by the same speech production mechanisms (e.g., Lieberman, 1967; Trouvain et al., 1998) , which would render analyzing both of them unnecessary, whereas others have found them to be independent to some extent (Hird & Kirsner, 2002; see Strik & Boves, 1995 , for further discussion). Second, some prosodic measures, even if independently affected by information structure, could have been superfluous as predictors. That is, even if focus condition significantly affected several prosodic measures, one or two of them could have been enough to predict focus condition when flipping the analysis. Our modelling showed that at least four prosodic cues were highly important in predicting focus condition when taken into account at the same time. Thus, even with F 0 already taken into account, additionally considering intensity and other prosodic cues significantly improved the prediction of focus condition. These results suggest that although prosodic focus marking in Finnish is redundant in one sense-it employs several prosodic cues in parallel-these cues are not superfluous, as leaving them out would decrease predictive accuracy.
Interestingly, two of the prosodic dimensions on which the previous analyses found significant effects of information structure were not confirmed as important predictors of focus condition by our analysis: the use of pauses and non-modal voice quality. Pauses were rare in the analyzed data set, which consisted of simple short sentences. This may have made them an unreliable predictor: Although most occurring pauses followed words in narrow focus, most words in narrow focus were not followed by a pause, meaning that the presence of a pause was only useful for identifying a small subset of narrow focus words. We believe that it would be worthwhile to investigate pause occurrence as a continuous, instead of a categorical, variable in future studies. Regarding voice quality, it is important to recall that we excluded all words with missing values for any of the analyzed measures, in order to be able to model all prosodic cues at once. Since non-modal voice quality makes reliably measuring F 0 impossible, this meant that all words realized completely with non-modal voice quality were removed from the data set, since they were missing the value for F 0 range. The previous analyses indicated a significant increase of non-modal realizations for second syllables of words in narrow focus and for both syllables of following given words. In line with this, we removed 19% of given words due to missing F 0 range values, but only 2% of words in broad focus and none of the words in narrow focus. Altogether, we removed 36%, 24% and 37% of given, broad focus, and narrow focus words, respectively. This obscured the connection between non-modal voice quality and (post-focal) givenness, hampering the success of voice quality as a predictor of focus condition in our models. Thus, while it is possible and indeed likely that non-modal voice quality is a prosodic cue to information structure, our analyses were unable to confirm this without sacrificing the goal of modelling all potential cues at once.
Turning to the third question, our analyses suggested that not all prosodic cues to focus were equally important. Random forests modelling indicated that F 0 range was the most important cue to focus condition, followed at some distance by word duration, intensity range, and the location of the F 0 maximum. The differences between the latter three predictors were relatively small. Interestingly, this ranking differs from the results of Niemi's (1984) studies on acoustic markers of prominence ('stress' in his terms). He studied the distinction between the noun phrase musta rastas 'black thrush', where the first syllables of both words receive prominence, and the compound mustarastas 'blackbird', where only the first syllable is marked as prominent, but not the third one. In native Finnish speakers' productions, duration was the most important cue to this distinction, followed by F 0 , which was in turn more important than overall intensity (duration ≥ F 0 > overall intensity). By contrast, in the productions of the same items by native speakers of American English, F 0 was more important than both duration and intensity (F 0 > duration, intensity). Niemi confirmed this difference in the relative importance of duration and F 0 with further studies, for example asking participants to circle the most prominent syllable in nonsense words with manipulated prosody, concluding that English is more melodious whereas Finnish is more dynamic. Our findings are clearly at odds with Niemi's, although given the different methodologies, it is difficult to pinpoint the reason. In the present data, word duration was strongly affected by two other factors, vowel quantity and sentence position, which could have hampered its potential as a predictor of focus condition. 4 Another possibility is that the difference is due to the fact that Niemi investigated other kinds of prosodic prominence, but did not manipulate information structure. Thus, focus marking in particular could be characterized by an outstanding importance of F 0 among several important cues.
Regarding the fourth question, random forests and GAMM modelling were able to provide more details regarding the relationship between focus condition and acoustic measures. Analyses of partial effects for the four significant prosodic cues suggested non-linear functional forms for all of them, confirming the advantages of using random forests and GAMM analysis. Functional forms were very similar for F 0 , duration, and intensity. For these three prosodic cues, random forests and GAMM analysis suggested a positive linear correlation up to a certain threshold, i.e., the higher the value of the acoustic measure, the more likely the word was to be in narrow focus instead of being given. Above the threshold value, however, the relationship was not linear anymore. Partial effects of the random forests models indicated that above the threshold, all values of the three acoustic measures were equally predictive of narrow focus. Partial effects of the GAMM showed the same picture for F 0 range, whereas for duration and intensity, more variation appeared, especially for higher values associated with larger confidence intervals. Overall, it is noteworthy that threshold values emerged, which were mostly constant across both methods of analysis. These results fit the assumption that focus is a linguistic category, which is also marked categorically. Thus, a word can be in narrow focus or not, but it cannot be "more focused." This is in line with the way that focus has been discussed in the literature, whether as a feature that can be projected (e.g., von Stechow & Uhmann, 1986) or categorically marking the relevance of alternatives (Rooth, 1992) . For givenness, however, the data are compatible with a gradient notion as for example advocated by Prince (1981) and Gundel et al. (1993; contra e.g., Schwarzschild, 1999) . In this vein, one could interpret the linear rise of the lines for low values in the partial effects plots as indicating that for example a word with a small F 0 range was predicted to be given and a word with an even smaller range was even more given (with different degrees of givenness perhaps corresponding to given, inferable, uniquely identifiable etc., as discussed in the literature). Such an interpretation would of course need to be confirmed with further studies by systematically manipulating degrees of givenness.
For the fourth important predictor of focus condition, the location of the F 0 maximum, both methods agreed in revealing a very different functional form: No value for the distance between the F 0 maximum and the beginning of the first syllable vowel was strongly predictive of narrow focus, but values between 0 and 120 ms were about equally associated with narrow focus and givenness. This reflects the previously reported finding that the majority of F 0 maxima appeared on first syllable vowels for words in narrow focus, whereas their location was much more variable for broad focus and especially given words (see Table 1 ). In other words: F 0 maxima on given words could appear anywhere within the word, whereas in focus, maxima were reliably realized on the first syllable vowel.
Next, let us discuss how our methods and findings could be expected to generalize to other types of data and languages. Random forests analysis and GAMMs are in principle applicable to all kinds of data and are used in a wide range of fields, as mentioned above. In fact, they are particularly well-suited to dealing with data and effect types that are a challenge for other methods of statistical analysis, for example non-linear effects and unbalanced data sets, which appear often in linguistics. Importantly, random forests are, at least partly, able to handle collinear predictors. These types of predictors are known to be problematic for regression models, for example (Harrell, 2001) . As large-scale corpora are becoming increasingly more readily available, this makes random forests suitable for modelling big data. On the other hand, GAMMs are capable of modelling complex random structures as illustrated in this study. This is especially important not only for experimental studies but also for corpus-based studies on spontaneous conversational data. Thus, it would also be possible to use the methods presented in this study to analyze prosodic focus marking in other types of data. The only prerequisite for this is that focus conditions can be objectively and unambiguously identified in the data. For random forests, the model's classifications need to be compared to the true classifications to obtain a measure of model accuracy. For GAMM modelling, it is likewise necessary to know the focus condition of the word that a particular phonetic measurement came from to model the relationship between the prosodic measure and the focus condition. In the present data set, the information structure of the produced utterances and the focus condition of all the words in them were controlled through context questions. For less controlled data, especially spontaneously produced conversations, it is considerably more difficult to objectively determine information structure. For example, Calhoun et al. (2005) provide guidelines for manual annotation of information structure for a subset of the Switchboard corpus of spontaneous speech, but argue that these annotations have to be at least partially based on prosodic realizations. This would of course constitute a problem for an analysis like ours, since prosodic cues and focus condition would not be independent factors (but see, e.g., Baumann et al., 2004; Poesio, 2004; Dipper et al., 2007 , for annotation guidelines without recurrence to prosodic realization). How our present findings generalize to other data sets is of course an empirical question. We have above discussed various reasons why our analyses may have systematically underestimated the importance of some prosodic cues to focus condition, e.g., voice quality. As mentioned above, perception experiments would be necessary to determine with more certainty how listeners use these cues when determining the information structure of an utterance. Importantly, the relative ranking of the predictors presented in this study offers fully testable predictions that can be used in future studies based on different types of data. While it is likely that the relative importance of cues differs between languages with different prosodic systems (recall, e.g., Niemi's, comparisons between Finnish and English cited above, 1984), we think that the most important and most generalizable outcome of our analyses is the fact that multiple prosodic cues are employed in parallel.
This leads to the question of how to theoretically model parallel prosodic cues. Analyzing the effects of information structure on each prosodic measure in the present data set separately, Arnhold (2014b) suggests an account that links effects on all the measures to prosodic phrasing. Here, we confirmed that several prosodic cues function as important predictors of focus condition in Finnish at the same time. The fact that these cues act in parallel suits the hypothesis that they have a common source. In fact, assuming that focus indeed affects phrasing, which is marked by several prosodic cues, it would be more surprising to find only one of these prosodic features to predict focus condition. Further, accounting for prosodic focus marking in terms of prosodic phrasing specifically offers a functional explanation of the existence of multiple parallel cues. There is evidence that the presence of multiple cues improves signal detection in animal communication (Rowe, 1999) and is crucial in language learnability (Christiansen et al., 1998) , whereas the strategy of using only a subset of available cues has for example been associated with autism spectrum disorders (Rieth et al., 2015) . A maximally robust marking seems particularly important for prosody given its many functions. Prosodic phrasing is not only influenced by information structure, but it is also known to be shaped by syntactic structure and semantics (Nespor & Vogel, 1986; Selkirk, 2000) . A failure to convey these aspects of meaning can seriously impact communicative efficiency, as attested by misunderstandings specifically arising in written conversations, as well as by the emergence of written language equivalents of prosodic structuring like the use of punctuation to signal phrase boundaries. While prosody sometimes, but not always disambiguates syntactic ambiguities (Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk, 1996; Kjelgaard & Speer, 1999; Snedeker & Trueswell, 2003) , it is of fundamental importance in first establishing constituents during language acquisition (Hawthorne & Gerken, 2014) . Prosody is also crucial in structuring conversation, e.g., by signalling the speaker's wish to hold the floor or yield their turn (Geluykens & Swerts, 1994; Caspers, 1998; Koiso et al., 1998) . In addition to its linguistic functions, prosody signals a wide range of other information, such as the emotional state of the speaker, the understanding of which is likewise essential to human interaction. Thus, the use of multiple redundant cues, far from being inefficient, is in fact to be expected given the variety of functions that prosody performs.
Conclusion
In this article, we reanalyzed data from a production experiment on prosodic focus marking in Finnish. Arnhold (2014a Arnhold ( , 2016 found that information structural manipulations affected several prosodic measures. Here, we directly investigated their role as prosodic cues to focus condition. Using two advanced statistical methods, random forests and GAMM modelling, allowed us to analyze all prosodic cues simultaneously, and to model non-linear effects.
Results indicated that all relationships between focus condition and prosodic cues were non-linear, confirming the advantages of applying these statistical methods. The analyses further showed that at least F 0 range, word duration, intensity, and the location of the F 0 maximum cued the distinction between narrow focus and givenness with high consistency. The random forests analysis further suggested that among the prosodic cues, F 0 range was the most important one. By contrast, our modelling did not confirm the role of post-focal pauses and non-modal voice quality as important cues to focus, although both prosodic variables were significantly affected by information structure. We hypothesized that this may have been connected to a limitation of our methods, since considering all potential cues required eliminating all tokens with missing values for any of the measures. Further studies, especially perception experiments, are required to clarify this issue.
Importantly, including all potential prosodic cues into the same analysis indicated that multiple prosodic cues acted as significant predictors of focus condition. As all of these cues improved prediction accuracy, none of them was a redundant addition to the most important predictor, F 0 range. For the present data set, we suggest that an account focusing on prosodic phrasing is well-suited to account for multiple prosodic cues to focus in Finnish. More generally, this research further confirms the importance of investigating the co-occurrence of multiple cues in investigations of prosody, as well as the importance of accounting for multiple cues theoretically. We argue that far from making communication inefficient, the use of multiple cues increases reliability and is therefore to be expected, especially given the multiple functions prosody performs.
